**Covid-19: Update – Trials, Testing, Track & Tracing**

**TRIALS:**

- **Professor Peter Horby**
  Professor of Emerging Infectious Diseases and Global Health, Director of the Oxford University Clinical Research Unit

**TESTING BY VIRUS & ANTIBODY:**

- **Professor Derrick Crook**
  Director of National Infection Service, Public Health England, Professor of Microbiology, Nuffield Department of Medicine, University of Oxford

**TRACK & TRACING:**

- **Professor Christophe Fraser**
  Professor of Pathogen Dynamics, Nuffield Department of Medicine, University of Oxford

- **Dr. David Bonsall**
  Senior Researcher, Nuffield Department of Medicine, University of Oxford

---

Friday 24 July 2020
08:00—09:00
Microsoft Teams

All members of the University and NHS clinical staff are welcome to dial-in

Enquiries: tarryn.ching@nds.ox.ac.uk

Twitter: @NDSurgicalSci #OxSGR